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AUTOMATED DATA

The IOT infrastructure of SmartYard

collects all the identification and

location data of containers in the

yards without any manual

intervention 

SmartYard adds lots of

predictability using BigData analysis

in planning the complete yard .

Using real time data and yard

configuration along with historical

data , SmartYard plans each move to

reduce total average movement of

container inside the yard .
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YARD PLANNING
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It delivers a complete pedestrian-free

yard by the virtue of collecting all the

data without any manual intervention

and allocating all the tasks to the

crane operators automatically .

Reduce wastage in operation 

Increase visibility 

Increase safety 

Increase efficiency 

Reduce turn-around-time 



Automated survey at gate

SmartYard offers mobile and fixed

camera based automated survey of

containers at the gate. This allows user to

record the damages for audit and

insurance purposes. 

Automated plan execution

Once the container is gated in, the

planning starts from there; like where it

should be placed and which equipment

should be used based on the

predictability of future movements.

System plans for every activities and

ensures that there is no deviation from it.

Reefer container monitoring

SmartYard collects data from REEMO

sensors which is a part of its IOT

infrastructure specially designed to

monitor each reefer containers in the

yard. Data like temperature, humidity etc,

are monitored wirelessly.

Rail in/out Operations

Road in/out Operations

Warehouse Management

Real time updates

State of art financial module

Mobile survey and RFID associations

Fixed camera survey and RFID associations

RFID based complete WMS

Customers get real time updates on their cargo

Have your business data on fingertips

Waste move reduction

The Big data analysis of historical and

realtime data helps SmartYard to decide

each move of containers that finally

results into reduction in average shifting

movement of container in its lifecycle.

RFID based Identification

DGPS and IOT sensors network

All kind of cranes covered



User configurable dashboard

The dashboard is user configurable and

covers all the important activities inside

happening inside the yard. Management

can see the performances for multiple

facilities on one screen. The information

displayed is quite user-friendly and covers all

kind of mobile devices also.

Key benefits of SmartYard

Efficient and error-free gate operations

Efficient traffic management inside the

yard

Increase visibility in yard operations

Real-time automated alerts if any plan is

not followed inside the yard

Faster turn around time for rail operation

for loading and unloading plans

Faster turn around time for trailers inside

the yard

Efficient task allocation to all cranes

Decrease the total average container

shifting inside the yard

Decrease the fuel consumption for

container handling equipment

Efficient usage of yard resources

Increased customer satisfaction with

guaranteed time-bound services

100% identification accuracy
SmartYard uses RFID to identify containers

X-Y-Z coordinates

Top 3 global shipping companies

IOT sensors accurately captures location in stack

Have adopted solutions from CNB for their yards

More than 150 crane installations
Different types; from RTG to reach stackers
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Dynamic dashboard of yard activities

Area wise Inventory view in 3D

Container movement history record



Happy Customers


